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Abstract. As the derivation and innovation of MOOC (Massive Open Online Course), the development of SPOC (Small Private Online Course) platform which is based on MOOC idea can be better applied to the blended teaching of various courses in local universities in post-MOOC era. Based on the analysis of the current application of SPOC platform, from the view of technology in implementation, we explore the key technologies of identification on face recognition based on emotion calculation, course creating, editing and sharing, analysis of online learning behaviour and exercising or examining on subjective items for developing of a SPOC platform. Finally, further researches on how to construct on the targeted and distinctive mobile learning resources and smart education mode which is based on SPOC, how to provide formative assessment data and consciousness assessment data for learners accurately and function of data statistics and motivational observation that could be completed by teachers, how to cut some non-essential auxiliary functions of an existed MOOC platform for a certain local user group to form a flexible and usable SPOC platform with good expansibility are expected in the paper.

1 Introduction

MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) is a qualitative change in information technology of higher education for course teaching in universities. Because the micro influence on teaching in classroom will cause the macro influence on education, application on MOOC in classroom is needed to be paid more attention by teachers [1]. With the rapid development of MOOC, many Chinese MOOCs are also established on some famous MOOC platforms, such as Chinese University MOOC, NetEase cloud classroom, xuetang online, iCourse, chaoxing, and so on. In year of 2013, technical requirements (Highly scalable, Massive no. of concurrent users, Good system response, Stability, Global access and Portability) of MOOC platform were first put forward in China National Computer Congress [2]. Although the application of MOOC platform has key technologies on improving network video, optimizing discussion forums, combining with machine scoring and peer review, machine learning tracking and analysis of MOOC data, with the help of social networking, however, high-cost and excellent faculties for constructing of MOOC resources are not affordable for every university in China. Because of a wide range of MOOC learners, their learning behaviors cannot be managed effectively by teachers, and the teaching mode is relatively simple, lacking of analysis and design of hierarchical teaching target [3]. The individual demand for learners cannot be satisfied. Additionally, the disadvantages of MOOC are obvious. For example, the effective teaching evaluation cannot be done through MOOC platform, and the subjective content of students’ emotions or thinking ability is difficult to reflect [4]. MOOC is not suitable for some practical or experimental courses of engineering specialties in universities.

As a supplement to MOOC, SPOC (Small Private Online Course) deeply combined a large amount of learning resources with traditional classroom teaching in campus, which is not only the reform and innovation of the MOOC, but also reflects the development of traditional teaching in post-MOOC period. SPOC platforms inherit some of the advantages of MOOC platforms and they are a kind of localization-based platforms which are developed on the basis of MOOC. In fact, SPOC plays an important role on online self-learning. A SPOC platform is a better integration with MOOC resources and classroom teaching and it is widely used for supporting the blended learning mode. With the help of the existing MOOC platforms whatever in domestic or abroad to complete the self-learning process tend to be out of line with the actual teaching demand, and the development of the SPOC is limited [5]. At present, many universities are needed to be combining the localized teaching environment with practical teaching demand to construct the professional-featured MOOC resources or micro-curriculum resources, SPOC platforms with well-targeted, strong practicality, low-cost should be designed and applied to promote and
reform of hybrid teaching mode in campus, but not the simple pile of all kinds of teaching resources only. This is also a question that needs to be considered in further development of informatization on high education in universities in post-MOOC period.

However, most of the researches on SPOC are mainly focused on two aspects of teaching mode on designing and practice on teaching recently [6]. For example, relationship structure of “time-space-learning form” based on SPOC [7], blended learning mode of SPOC-as a case of “C Program Design” course [8], online teaching mode-from MOOC to SPOC [9], innovative capability training mode based on SPOC [10], and so on. But, exploratory researches on development of the SPOC platform are not sufficient in post-MOOC period yet. Therefore, we try to explore the development of the SPOC platform and its key technologies from the view of technical implementation in this paper.

2 Key technologies on developing of a SPOC platform

MOOC platform is a large-scale, complex, and open-course online learning platform which is opened to the world. In practical applications, SPOC platform is mostly for partial or local learners, such as students in a university or students for a certain subject in a university. From year of 2014, a series of famous SPOC Platforms came into being. Such as Fanya SPOC Platform (Chaoxing Corporation), izhixue SPOC Platform (Tsinghua University), CNSPOC Cloud Platform (Zhejiang University), etc. At the same time, redesigning on the basis of the existing framework of open source MOOC platforms are carried on in some well-known universities in China, and more courses for SPOC are established positively [11]. The structure or function of an existing MOOC platform (such as edX) is also cut properly to regenerate a lightweight MOOC platform as a SPOC platform with rapid deployment, simple structure, and satisfying requirements for learners to complete the blended learning in campus by some researchers in [12–13].

On the whole, a tremendous amount of personalized learning resources and teaching resources as well as a convenient and timely intelligent feedback system should be build in a SPOC platform, providing a convenient and intuitive statistical analysis tool for teaching design and research by teachers. It necessary to able to motivate students to conduct self-monitoring, self-testing, self-examination, self-reflection and other activities to create a comfortable, resource-based, contextual, and collaborative learning environment for them, fully embodying the modern teaching idea of the mode, which teachers as the leading status and the students as the main body status [6]. From the views of helping students to carry out blended learning process, encouraging, guiding and inspiring students, enhancing their interests and enthusiasm for learning, conducting to cultivate students’ self-learning abilities, improving students’ learning motivation[14–15], and promoting the implementation of the teaching mode of flipped classroom for SPOC. The key technologies on developing of a SPOC platform are the following:

2.1 Identity on face recognition based on emotion calculation

Whether MOOC platforms or other traditional online teaching platforms, the design of learning behaviours of management function for learners is not perfect [3]. For example, the teacher cannot know whether an online learner is the student himself or not. Face recognition is a suitable method for verification on online learner identity and has been widely used in practice. Recently, a set of famous face recognition algorithms, such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [16], face recognition based on self-adaptive direction-locale ternary pattern [17], face recognition algorithm based on orthogonal gradient difference local directional pattern [18], face recognition algorithm based on multi-scale block local binary and quad-tree decomposition[19], etc., can extract the location features of face detection effectively and accurately describe the essential features of the image for identity verification.

However, simple face recognition methods cannot identify the emotional state of online learners in real time online learning environment accurately. From the view of learner cognition, face expression recognition can accurately analyse the online real-time learning state and psychological activities of learners to a certain extent. Through the SPOC platform, teachers can discover whether learners have problems or not timely, such as distracting learning or have learning difficulties, and provide personalized learning resource recommendation and learning guidance services in time. Although the computer vision algorithm on framework of Face++ supports face features on extraction, face tracking positioning, face expression extraction and analysis from pictures or real-time video [11]. Therefore, how to combine identity based on face recognition with emotion calculation, and apply them in learning supervision module in SPOC platform by using framework of Face++, so that teachers can recognize online learners’ learning emotions (action intentions) automatically to complete real-time supervision of the learning state of learners. It is one of the key technologies that are needed to solve in developing of a SPOC platform.

2.2 Course creating, editing and sharing

Course is more focused on teaching level in MOOC platforms, but data exchange or sharing of the digital teaching resource library with other teaching management platforms are not enough [20].

A variety of course templates should be designed in the SPOC platform to provide convenience for teachers to choose, so that teachers can easily create a new course that based on the existed course template wizard. A powerful course content editing function is needed in each course template, where the course resources can be added, such as
course micro video and so on [3]. The editing function involve some sub-functions at least such as course video editing, preventing dragging forward, supporting video playback, facilitating the insertion of auxiliary learning objects, providing hyperlinks to other teaching or learning platforms with their associated learning resources which are required to teaching for a small and specific group of learners. Of course, this is the same as the course design method in some MOOC platforms in domestic currently.

Additionally, courses in SPOC platforms should have functions of clone or mapping for sharing [3]. That is to say, an existed course could be copied directly or indirectly for other teachers who are required and the course can be re-edited or modified according to willingness on teachers. On one hand, it is possible to share course resources efficiently and on the other hand, courses can be redesigned for different learners to realize the process of personalized learning. Therefore, in the module of course zone in a SPOC platform, in addition to providing main functions of course overview, course video online, course live, learning resource release, and online tutoring for teachers, it is also necessary to pay more attention to the lower framework designing of the course content knowledge points for developers to integrate some rich but fragmented media resources organically according to the course system structure.

2.3 Analysis of online learning behaviour

Analysis of online learning behaviour is mainly based on the record data of teachers and students by SPOC platform for learning process. Based on visual statistics and some types of data mining methods, in order to get the purpose of achieving a more comprehensive assessment of learners. It is the most important of the function in a SPOC platform.

At present, online learning behaviour is reflected by the web log analysis of the teaching platform, which is realized by the application of relevant monitoring software. For example, data mining methods are used to mine web server logs and background databases of the system [21]. Using web usage mining technology to analyze student's access behaviour on learning frequency, resident time, and so on [21-22]. As the most of the LMS (Learning Managed System), include some MOOC platforms, a monitoring system for practical application of online learning behaviour analysis is established [23].

Although teachers could use the classification method on data mining effectively to research the learning behaviour with related data has become a necessary and important in MOOC or SPOC, how to develop machine learning mechanism effectively to track and analyse of the learning data for various students in the monitoring system in the SPOC platform, such as the data for login the platform, watching video, exercising and testing, etc., and feedback to the learners in real time in the form of visual charts, so that learners can know their weaknesses in time and improve their learning habits accordingly. It is also a very important research field that needs to be focused on in the development of a SPOC platform.

2.4 Exercising or examining on subjective items

In the application requirements of SPOC, the process of exercising or examining is completed in a SPOC platform by students peer assessment system mostly. Because some exercising and examining items, such as subjective questions have no standard answers, and these types of questions can only be scored manually [12].

However, discrepancy will be existed by students peer assessment and lack of impartiality. A certain number of assignments will be selected randomly to teachers to evaluate the student's score according to the student's scores in some evaluation systems in MOOC platforms or other teaching platforms on web. But, compared with MOOC, the number of students for course learning in SPOC is small, and the sample space of students' mutual evaluation is small, which makes students raise questions for reasonableness of the their score. Additionally, for some SPOC courses in subject of engineering, during the course of exercising or examination, learners need to use specific software or hardware platforms with some integrated environment (tools) for supporting to complete some types of subjective items, such as chart drawing, architecture designing, programming, and so on. Most of the domestic MOOC platforms can only complete some subjective problem exercises or exams in form of text, such as Q&A, the ability of third-party tools integration is not powerful yet. So, how to according to the features on the course and cognitive ability of small-scale learning group, integrating the visualized, diversified third-party tools and platforms in a SPOC platform effectively which enable learners to complete the process of exercising or examining online for some types of subjective items (chart drawing, architecture designing, programming) more conveniently, and develop standardized, scientific, and systematic scoring standards to enable students to evaluate each other relatively fair. It is also one of the key development techniques of the SPOC platform.

3 Conclusions

As an expansion and optimization of MOOC, SPOC has been widely used in many universities in domestic and abroad. The SPOC platform which is based on local campus is the need for the rapid development of intelligent learning, personality development on students and educational collaborative innovation in the post-MOOC era [24].

In practical application, although the SPOC platform is aimed at a specific and small-scale users group, the SPOC platform still needs to be able to handle a large number of current requests to ensure the application safety and stability of data accessing or storage in big data environment. Additionally, key technologies which are
listed above in this paper should be put into implementation for developing a SPOC platform by developers.

4 Further researches

In further research on SPOC platform development, in my opinion, firstly, with the influence of rapid development of knowledge updating and the concept of life-long learning, the ubiquitous learning that based on mobile terminal devices, such as smart phones and tablet PCs will be further developed [3]. The construction of targeted and distinctive mobile learning resources and smart education mode which is based on SPOC is an important direction for SPOC platform development. Secondly, during the process of management on teaching behaviour and learning behaviour in blended teaching mode of SPOC, how to provide formative assessment data and consciousness assessment data for learners accurately by SPOC platform to improve the initiative in online learning. At the same time, function of data statistics and motivational observation could be completed by teachers through the SPOC platform, to satisfy the learning requirements for deferent learners in deferent learning phase [25].Thirdly, how to cut some non-essential auxiliary functions for a certain local user group, without affecting the running performance, reliability, stability, toughness, safety, etc., to form a flexible and usable SPOC platform with good expansibility. It is also one of the future researches in this paper.
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